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The Event Station are lucky enough to be based at the stunning Carden Park Hotel, Cheshire’s 

Country Estate. Onsite activity and team building specialists with a creative eye for theming and 

venue dressing.

Surrounded by a 1000 acres we are able to offer an extensive selection of activities for both the 

leisure and corporate markets all under one roof (quite literally) like no other venue in the UK.

Whether it be archery for a group of 10 or a mini Glastonbury themed event for 600, we have the 

knowledge, the kit, the enthusiasm and the venue to make a unique idea.... a reality.

When the sun drops, we don’t stop....providing sound and lighting, theming, props and a wide 

range of evening entertainment. With The Event Station a great past lies just ahead!

welcome to the event station
based at carden park



The Event Station was established in 2012 with ambition, enthusiasm, imagination, 2 lengths of 
bunting and a second hand gazebo.

We had to start somewhere and are very proud of how far we’ve come. On our last check we were 
using at least 5 lengths of bunting per event. All owned by us.

With over 25 years of events experience working around the UK and abroad we have created 
unique events for some of the worlds biggest brands. From Sail Regatta’s around the Mediterranean 
to ‘The Apprentice’ in Lisbon.

We are proud of our team (despite some of the photo’s above ;-)) and how far we have come 
together. We love meeting people and delivering unforgettable experiences for them with a smile 
on our face and a heart on our sleeve.

with over 25 years of experience



team building

VERTIGO
Experience Vertigo at Carden Park Hotel, our BRAND NEW 

pulse-racing adventure ropes course.
 

Brave dizzying heights in our ultimate outdoor adventure 
experience, complete with an aerial trek lasting up to 2 hours 

where you combat a variety of challenges and finish with either a 
flight on our 220m zip or a leap into a giant stunt pillow!

BLAST OFF
The Blast Off Team Challenge is a teambuilding event 

combining mental and physical teamworking challenges. 
The participants work in small syndicate teams to complete a 

structured sequence of activities and problem-solving challenges 
to achieve their rocket launch. The event culminates with a chain 

reaction and blast off, where all individual teams must pull together 
and work coherently to facilitate their rocket Launch. One small step 

for mankind, one giant leap for teambuilding!

PUTTER FINGERS
Who needs golfing holidays in Portugal when you can bring the 
course to you. Teams must design and build their very own crazy 
golf course using the materials provided. Our golf caddy’s will be 
on hand to help get those creative juices flowing offering themes 
and obstacle ideas. Once our par 3 is built, teams will play the course 
with awards presented to the winning team and best designed hole.

Lets play ball!

FAMILY FUN DAYS
Family fun days are the perfect way to reward your employees 
and their families. We have everything in house to make sure both 
the kids and the big kids are thoroughly entertained. Anything 
from zip lining, stunt pillows, circus workshops, animal encounters, 
inflatables, segways……..the list is endless. Our onsite events centre 
is the ideal location to accommodate group sizes of up to a 1000 
guests with plenty to do both inside and outside.



MOBILE ESCAPE ROOM
The new craze that has hit the streets…well now it has hit Carden Park 
Hotel too. After popular demand we now have a wide variety of fun 
and engaging team building escape room scenarios such as Office Lock 
Down, Table Top Escape or Hotel Homicide. This is the perfect event for 
developing communication skills, identifying strengths and weaknesses 
and highlights key characteristics with plenty of problem solving. With the 
clock ticking and the light fading teams must put their heads together and 
think outside the box, after all we all have homes to go to!

CAPED CRUSADERS
It’s time to suit up and tackle some villains in this high 

energy, fun filled super hero training programme. Throughout 
this event your super senses will be tested to the fullest 

through a number of challenging activities. Every Superhero 
team will need the strength of a bear, speed of a puma and eyes 

of a hawk to succeed. Keys to the city will be awarded for quick 
reactions, stamina, speed, sight and a nose for trouble with every 

superheroes kryptonite threatening them along the way!

CRYSTAL CLEAR
Loosely based on the hit television programme, Crystal Clear is a 
superb collection of challenging team building activities 
designed to break down barriers and apply the pressure whilst 
competing against the clock. Throughout the event teams must 
accumulate crystals after successfully tackling a variety of physical 
and mental challenges. Will you master the Medieval zone of flunk 
it in Futuristic? Once time has elapsed it’s a dash to the dome to earn 
valuable bonus points!

HIGHLAND GAMES
Absorbing the atmosphere, teams compete head to head in 

traditional and modern activities ranging from tossing the
caber, hurling the haggis, welly wanging and whisky tasting to 

creating their very own pipes and drum band. With so many
options you can tailor your Highland fling to suit your group 

making it as much fun to watch as it is to participate. By adding
a ceilidh or Burns supper, the magic can continue into the wee 

hours.



MINUTE TO WIN IT
A highly interactive, energetic and fast paced event which 

will push competitors nerves and memory to the limits whilst 
finding they possess some weird and wonderful hidden talents 

along the way. From stacking cups, bouncing balls and eating 
cookies off your face contestants will have to put forward their 

strongest man/woman to battle it out head to head. Plenty of 
banter, laughs and spills along the way and comedy moments 

come as standard.

CONFERENCE ICEBREAKERS
Need to make sure your team get out of the right side of the 
bed? With our highly competitive and amusing icebreaker 
sessions your team will feel energised and ready for the day 
ahead. With a wide selection of activities to suit all group sizes, 
your guests will be wide eyed and bushy tailed for the remainder 
of the day!

GARDEN GAMES
These timeless classics will keep your guests entertained 

and engaged throughout. No matter how often you play 
they never get boring and who would with a choice of Giant 

Jenga, Table Football, Giant Kerplunk, Giant Connect Four, Giant 
Dominoes, Rounders, Croquet, Garden Darts, Skittles, Giant 

Draughts, Splat the Rat and Crazy Golf. Fancy something a little 
different, how about Giant Inflatable Football Darts or Inflatable 

Twister?

ARCHERY TAG
A mixture of paint balling and archery but without the pointy 
bits or the splat marks. A brilliant activity suitable for all ages 
and abilities with a Hunger Games feel to it. Teams are armed 
with bows and rubber arrows whilst negotiating their way around 
inflatable structures which have been provided for cover. In a 
Dodgeball type scenario you must eliminate the opposition and 
retrieve the flag with the opportunity to pick up additional ammo 
along the way.



JEEP 4X4
Carden Park boasts two fantastic off road tracks with plenty 

of tough challenges along the way and surrounded by a
1000 acres of stunning Cheshire countryside. We give you the 

opportunity to get behind the wheel of a JEEP Wrangler and
before you know it you will be negotiating your way over natural 

rough terrain whilst tackling some of our man made obstacles 
such as a giant seesaw and cross axel ramps. Great for

a day out or as part of a corporate event...Mud, Sweat & Gears!

MUD, SWEAT & FEARS
If you go down to the woods today you’re sure of a big surprise!
The perfect way for people to break down barriers, work together 
and achieve goals. With so many elements to choose from there
is something for everyone. Our high elements consist of Balance 
Beams, Leap of Faith, Jacobs Ladder, Tree Climb and the Crate 
Climb. Although physically demanding these elements are designed 
with teamwork in mind as individual performance will not cut it. 
Remember, teamwork makes the dream work!

MUD, SWEAT & GEARS
This rubber burning, gear wrenching, teeth gritting activity 
brings out the competitive element in everyone whilst

offering the opportunity to drive some unusual, challenging 
and fun motorised vehicles. Your event can be purely

motorised or you can choose from our extensive list and 
incorporate them into another programme. Options available

include rally karts, Segways, hovercrafts, powerturn buggies, 
argocats and blind Jeep driving. What more could

you need!

SEGWAYS
Try your hand at our off road Segway X2’s. These new two 
wheeled vehicles have become increasingly popular over the last 
few years and now here is your chance to experience this marvel. 
You will receive one to one tuition on how to handle your Segway 
and negotiate your way around a designated track with time 
penalties for every cone hit.



POWER TURN
Our Powerturns will have your heads in a spin! A humorous 

and unique motorised activity will have you pulling wheelies, 
donuts and drifts whilst trying to negotiate your way around 

our course. 

With two engines, two levers and two brains all in one vehicle, 
what could go wrong? Teamwork at its best.

ARCHERY/AIR RIFLES
You can’t beat a good shootout!

You will receive one to one tuition on how to use our traditional 
longbows and 22 air rifles followed by a head to
head competition to see who can score gold.

With a large array of metal rifle targets to aim for you will be spoilt 
for choice.

LASER CLAYS
Plenty of fun with a laser gun! No huge kick backs, sore

shoulders, or loud noises but just as much fun! Clays will be 
fired into the air from a traditional trap with clients aiming to 

hit them with our converted laser shotguns and a couple of 
sound effects to match whilst relaying a score back to our elec-

tronic scoreboard.

Fantastic for large groups, which can be run as a shoot out relay.

TREBUCHET
The Trebuchet was the largest and most prolific siege weapons of 
medieval castle warfare, and now here’s your
chance to build one. Battling head to head teams must build a 2 
metre high trebuchet using diagrams and pictures provided
with a little instructor assistance.

After swapping rocks and fireballs for water balloons you will aim for 
marked targets in order to score valuable points.



FORT BOYARD
Perfect for a corporate event this programme is an ensemble 

of outdoor team activities. Teams will compete head to 
head in a Crystal Maze format tackling unique challenges 

each lasting between 10-20 minutes whilst incorporating fun, 
laughter, teamwork and communication throughout. Challenges 

include a number of mental and physical tasks with an objective 
to complete as many as possible within the time frame set. It’s a 

race against the clock!

TREASURE HUNT
Some good old fashioned fun exploring the surrounding area.

Teams will be presented with a treasure hunt pack containing 
puzzles, a map, and task sheet. Their objective is to discover 
specified locations, plot their route and complete a number of
 tasks along the way against the clock. Some are mental, some are 
physical, some are really mental!

CHOCOLATE CHALLENGE
A taster in the fine art of chocolate making!

A tasty task that challenges you and your team to make your 
very own box of chocolates.

Provided with a variety of ingredients and materials, your team 
must design and create your personal chocolate box... and even

better still... you get to eat them too!

BRIDGE BUILD
Teams will be allocated an area where they are required to
design, create and build a section of bridge connecting with 
teams either side. Once completed the group will nominate a 
“daredevil” driver responsible for negotiating a radio controlled 
car across the bridge, against the clock. No pressure!



FERRET RACING
Falconry has for many centuries been regarded as the sport of
Not your every day race! 

Work out the personalities of these furry little friends as they race head 
to head in various heats.  Coax and nurture your ferret through obstacles 
with the aid of our ferret compere.

A great, light hearted activity for all animal lovers.

DUCK HERDING
Duck Herding and Sheep Dog Handling are fun hospitality or 
team building activities, which depending on the ability of the 

individuals can be highly amusing. This in turn brings out both 
rivalry and camaraderie in participants.

After tuition you will be equipped with a shepherd’s crook and
one of Elaine’s faithful collies that will work to your voice commands. 

Guests then either in pairs or individually attempt to herd the ducks 
around a course, through the tunnels and gates, down the slide for a 

quick dip in the pool and finally back into the pen!

CORNER EXOTICS
Our mobile petting zoo provides a variety of fun, interactive 
and educational packages. One of the most popular activities for 
family fun days and allows children to handle a number of cute 
and not so cute animals. We really do bring out the wild side!

HE’S BEHIND YOU
A great way to get your corporate message/brand across whilst 

also bringing teams closer together and breaking down barriers, this 
event will have you starring in your very own pantomime production, 

incor- porating costumes, role-play, buffoonery, slapstick humour and 
audience participation. With a wardrobe of dazzling costumes, props, 

makeup and various comical sound bites your teams will be presented 
with a Classic Fairytale scene in which they will need to re-create in their 

own unique way! Could you see your Marketing Manager as the Wicked 
Witch, who would play Prince Charming, and who could be the back end 

of a horse?



BACK TO SCHOOL
Take a trip down memory lane with our school sports day

activity. Split into teams, your guests will compete head 
to head, in the heats and then the finals. Favourites such as 

the egg and spoon, sack race and space hopper race feature 
alongside human table football, sponge and bucket, penalty 

shootout and ski crazy. At the end of school why not treat your 
pupils to a Back 2 Skool themed night with disco and giant games.

FALCONRY
Falconry has for many centuries been regarded as the sport of
kings. Why not indulge in a chance to don a gauntlet and relish
the opportunity to handle and fly some birds of prey for yourself.
We house an extensive collection of raptors ranging from hawks
and falcons to eagles and owls. Accompanied by a running commentary 
from our professional falconers, the guests do all the flying for themselves, 
so be it a long graceful glide of an owl coming in to land on your gloved 
hand or daring to hold a 5kg Golden Eagle, the clients are always in the thick 
of the action.

IT’S A KNOCKOUT
Relive some of the magic of one of the BBC’s most iconic TV

shows. Teams will join forces in this laugh out loud, adrenaline 
filled activity facing mental challenges, physical challenges 

and really mental challenges along the way! In order to earn 
valuable points teams must battle head to head through various 

wacky challenges. Activities may include human table football, 
demolition zone, inflatable volleyball, penalty shootout and the 

colossal Boot Camp Assault Course!

SPY ACADEMY
If you’ve ever fancied yourself as the next James Bond or Jason 
Bourne then our Spy Academy is just up your street. We
have a total of 8 action packed covert missions for your team to 
experience. Each mission requires skill, dexterity and teamwork to 
accomplish. All budding agents are given a briefing at Spy HQ with 
full details of their training and the mission they must accomplish. 
Activities can include: Zip Wire, Laser Maze, Sniper Shot, Segway 
Slalom, Bomb Squad and many more...



THE BIG PICTURE
Bringing out the Picasso in everyone! This tailored interactive 

experience is built wholly with your company objectives 
in mind. With the final image designed as a one off for your 

company, it really can help clarify company messages in a fun 
way. Each person will receive a piece of the jigsaw, which they 

must then paint according to the template they receive. Will a 
picture paint a thousand words or suffer from an art attack!

SAMBA BEAT
For thousands of year’s people worldwide have used group 
drumming to rejuvenate minds and bodies, reinforce
common values and goals, strengthen bonds and celebrate life. 
However we also think it is loud and awesome! Groups will
be split into sub sections, whisked off to a workshop to learn 
rhythms, hand signals and different types of beat before
coming together for a grand finale involving all delegates sending 
the hairs on the back of your neck into a wild frenzy and leaving
the group with an all round feel good factor!

WACKY RACES
Remember The Ant Hill Mob and Penelope Pitstop? Well here 

is your chance to follow in their footsteps! A fun and energetic 
activity, where outlandish teams compete in a series of races in 

their magnificent, racing machines. Each team will design and 
construct a colourful and eye catching vehicle that will carry 

them through a number of races, provided they make it through 
the race marshal’s scrutinisation and the first bend.

BUSHCRAFT
You and your companions are in a remote landscape and now face the 
prospect of surviving in the wilderness until help arrives or you just 
fancy heading back into the hotel! Bear Grylls never had it this tough! 
Teams led by their Bushcraft mentor will be expected to partake in a 
number of tasks such as shelter building, fire lighting, water treatment, 
tracking, spoon carving and pot hanging. These activities help build a 
basic understanding of, and respect for, the natural world. It also fosters an 
incredible team spirit as you work together overcoming real challenges.



CHAIN REACTION
A scrapheap challenge event designed to make you really 
think outside the box. Each team will be allocated their

designated area with specific kit that must be used in their 
design. Think back to the iconic Honda advert! With a wide

range of weird and everyday objects, teams must harness an 
energy source which must travel from point A to B passing

through each teams allocated areas whilst making sure no human 
contact is made once the contraption is started resulting in either a 

rocket firing or a flag raising. All in all a great collective
achievement!

CARDEN QUEST
An ideal option to stretch your legs and grab some fresh air.
After a highly competitive head to head team building activity, 
teams will venture off into the Carden Estate armed with a map, 
grid references and answer sheet. At each location teams will be 
faced with various puzzles to complete against the clock. Once all 
teams have successfully returned they will do battle in our Stomp 
Rocket finale firing targets to earn bonus points. Weapons of no 
destruction!

BUSINESS BAKE OFF
Following the success of The Great British Bake Off TV 

programme, we can now offer an event that requires teams to
roll up their sleeves and tackle a number of tasty challenges. 

Choose from a variety of tasks which include replicating your
offices with a gingerbread house, designing your logo on 

a cupcake or creating a team cake. Our chef will judge each 
category awarding points for creativity, skill and taste whilst

penalising teams for under baked goods or spilt custards! Who will 
be crowned Star Baker?

THE APPRENTICE
A great way to challenge your team and encouraging them to 
think outside the box. Your objective is to convince the Big Boss 
and his advisors that your team has got what it takes to succeed. 
Your brief will be to take a pre-selected product to the UK market 
but will your pitch be marketing magic or an advertising atrocity? 
Armed with a limited budget and iPad you must create your 
presentation whilst obtaining valuable market research, product 
knowledge and inside information to assist you along the way. Only 
one team will hear the final phrase “you’re hired!”



FOOT GOLF
It’s a well known fact all footballers like to play a spot of 

golf on the side! This way they get to brush up their skills 
whilst tackling our mobile 9 hole Foot Golf Course. Power and 

precision is necessary on some, with a little chip and a swerve 
on others. Plenty of banter with some slips and trips along the 

way but guaranteed laughter for everyone.

MEXICAN RAILWAY
Always wanted to be part of a Mexican Wave. Well now you and 
your colleagues can be with a little communication, teamwork 
and ingenuity. In this popular icebreaker, teams must create 
sections of railway using materials provided and with plenty of 
co-operation and synchronised movements you will transport your 
object from point A to B. Any weak links and it is back to the start. 
Only Mexcellant teamwork will help you succeed! 

LITTLE LANDIES
Big things come in small packages! Master the controls of 

our radio controlled off roaders negotiating your way around 
a purpose built track tackling a number of challenges such 

as the wobbly bridge, seesaw, rock crawl and slippery slalom. 
Perfect for evening entertainment or part of a teambuilding 

event with colleagues acting as course marshall’s whilst racing 
against the clock. Will you adopt the slow is pro approach or put 

the thumb to the metal?

CLIP N CLIMB
Our brand new Vertigo ropes course at Carden Park now boasts 
a huge variety of stand alone rope activities aimed at a multitude 
of teambuilding objectives. Elements include Crate Stack, Leap 
Of Faith, Gladiator Assault and Climbing Wals all perfect for team 
development focussing on trust, teamwork, communication, 
leadership, problem solving and many others. Push your team to the 
limits today and reach for the sky!



BAG JUMP
This is not for the faint hearted. Welcome to our brand NEW 

activity exclusive to Carden Park Hotel, the BagJump!
With the option to drop from 3 metres, 6 metres or 10 metres 

our guests will test their courage as they launch themselves 
from the safety of our tower onto a giant inflated cushion.

We recommend go big or go home!

ZIP LINING
Here at Carden Park Hotel we boast our very own 210m twin zip 
line giving you the chance to blow out the cobwebs whilst racing 
head to head against others. Once you have taken a leap of faith 
you will feel the rush before landing safely on our platform and 
greeted by a friendly instructor.

LEGO WORKS
LEGO has played a part in everyone’s childhood at one stage or 

another and with the brand now exploding onto the big screens 
with Batman and Ninjago, we are giving you the chance to create 

your very own masterpiece.

The perfect activity to incorporate key messages and corporate 
branding with some light hearted entertainment thrown in. Teams will 

be provided with film set, camera, genre, instructions and a huge amount 
of LEGO to assist in creating your movie blockbuster. Build it and they will 

come!

TOTAL WIPEOUT
This popular tv classic is now available onsite at Carden Park. A 
fast paced 8 player action game which challenges stamina, agility 
and reactions. Not one but two spinning arms to try to knock you 
off your podium. Who will be the last man or woman standing?  

This can form part of an event or as a grand finale. Either way it is 
incredibly entertaining whether you are participating or watching.



HUNGRY HIPPOS
A unique concept inflatable where up to 4 players can enter 

the arena, they are fastened to bungee belts and compete to 
see who can get the most balls back to their corner. Our best 

description a human version of hungry hippos! Top tip, keep
an eye on your own basket as you venture out for more. These 

hippo’s play dirty!

BUBBLE FOOTBALL
Your VERY OWN World Cup, with a difference!
Welcome to the crazy world of Bubble Football where diving
and taking out your opponent is not frowned upon!

Strapped into your bubble you will battle it out in a 5 a side match, 
which will have you rolling around in laughter, quite
literally! With a marked pitch to play on, goals, and a referee who 
really has nothing to do, you will have to ditch those silky skills and
fight it out amongst each other. May the best bubble win!!

FOOTBALL DARTS
Combining two of our favourite national sports, darts and 

football. Played in the same way as darts but with a giant 
inflatable dart board and football darts that stick when you hit it. 

Great fun for adults and children, suitable for event and parties. 
This can be used as a finale for an event, a family fun day activity 

or even available on our giant zip lines here at Carden Park. Zip line 
darts, never thought we would say that!

INFLATABLE VOLLEYBALL
Teams battle head to head on a giant inflatable court. With the 
added incentive of an inflatable bed, those daring dives to keep 
the ball in play become a much more common occurrence 
creating some epic moments! Our instructor will explain the 
rules and co-ordinate teams whilst scoring along the way. Always 
struggled to reach the net for a smash shot, not anymore with a 
perfectly timed bounce!



160ft ASSAULT COURSE
This isn’t for the faint hearted. The assault course that just 

keeps on going! A great activity that can form part of an event 
or better still, a finale! Teams battle it out head to head on this 

giant inflatable cushion tackling weird and wonderful obstacles 
along 

the way. After falling out the end its a frantic race back to the start 
to tag your next team mate. The louder you shout the faster they 

go!

BOOT CAMP ASSAULT COURSE
Are you ready to take on the boot camp?

Teammates must negotiate their way through this 26 metre 
monster tackling their way through a number of obstacles 
including the tyre gauntlet challenge and the ravine swing!

Run as a relay or against the clock! Also available we have Human 
Table Football, Inflatable Volleyball and The Wrecking Ball!

HUMAN TABLE FOOTBALL
All those times you played table football spinning the bars with

your players doing a full 360! Now let’s see how you like it! It’s
time to put yourself in their shoes. Participants are strapped onto 

aluminium poles that restrict players movement to only left and 
right. Teams must decide who they want in goal and defence to

keep a clean sheet, and whose up front to fire them to victory. A 
great team activity which can be provided as part of a much larger 

event or on its own for a quick kick about with your mates.

ROMAN AROUND TOWN (OFFSITE)
Some good old fashioned fun exploring the beautiful city of 
Chester, steeped in Roman and Medieval History. Inside the city 
walls teams will be presented with a treasure hunt pack containing 
puzzles, a map and task sheet. Along the way you will need to 
discover specified locations, plot your route and complete a number 
of tasks along the way against the clock. Some are mental, some 
are physical, some are really mental! Options are available to include 
cocktail making, falconry, boat trips, and other activities on route!



CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING (OFFSITE)
It’s all about hitting targets. Using one of our preferred suppliers 
located in breathtaking surroundings we can offer some great 
shoots with a large variety of simulated birds. Be taught how
to perfect your aim and time your shots by an experienced fully 
qualified instructor. After a practice session you will be split into 
teams with scores recorded throughout and prizes up for grabs.

PAINTBALLING (OFFSITE)
Paintballing is now available to you offsite at a local supplier. 

Just 20 minutes away we are able to source one of the best
paintball venues in the area. Where the fields are alive with the 

sound of warfare, where paint turns into bullets and boys into
men. Where the equipment might just be better than you are 

(for now). Where the pizza doesn’t cost a thing but losing costs 
everything. Don’t just play, win. Don’t just do your best, do your

duty!

WHITE WATER RAFTING (OFFSITE)
This is one of the best whitewater rivers in the UK. Your session 

starts at the picturesque Horseshoe falls where you will meet 
your guide and be given all your equipment. Following a 

safety briefing you are ready to head out onto the rapids. Along 
the way you will encounter beautiful scenery and a number of 

exciting rapids including the famous Serpents Tail and Town Falls in 
Llangollen.



SHOW QUIZNESS
An ensemble of interactive gameshow rounds music, lights, 

video clips and balloons which can be run throughout or 
after dinner providing a high energy, fun filled night with 

plenty to talk about.  All rounds are designed to get everybody 
involved with prizes along the way to create that competitive 

edge.  Our gameshow host will enthuse the teams, provide 
feedback and relevant comments whilst guaranteeing laughter 

throughout.  Rounds may include: the price is right, beat the intro, 
what happens next, famous faces, generation game.

entertainment

DO NOT PASS GO
No longer is Monopoly considered the relaxing board game for a typical 
Sunday afternoon with families and friends!!! During this event teams will be 
whipped into a frenzy visiting the different infamous locations whilst being faced 
with a variety of mental and physical challenges allowing them the opportunity to 
earn as much funny money as possible to take into the grand finale. Will they catch 
the train at Liverpool Street station catapulted towards them? Make a splash at the 
water works on our water tower? or get a bit of a shock at the electric company on the 
electric buzzer? Plenty of laugh out loud and humorous antics along the way!!!

THE FINAL FURLONG
We will re-create the atmosphere of a day at the races giving you 
and your guests the opportunity to try their luck without 
breaking the bank.  After being issued funny money, shown the 
odds and when all bets are in, a number of races will be projected 
onto our screen for all to see.  After each race the bookmaker’s will 
pay out your winnings and the betting booths re-opened for the next 
race.  To add that extra laugh out loud, competitive edge, why not ask 
about our “Reel Em In” grand finale.

BOOMING BINGO
This will be one “mecca’ night to remember bringing the glitz and glamour 

:) of your local bingo hall straight to your doorstep.

The true meaning of organized chaos! Lose your inhibitions with this fast 
paced, “in your face” evening event where traditional bingo meets dance offs, 

banging tunes and random prizes. Our bingo caller will enthuse and energise 
the audience with the help from his “not so” glamourous assistants followed 

by our animated DJ making sure that this is a night that even Nana would 
remember!



WII OLYMPICS

The Nintendo Wii’s are here to stay. An old school classic that 
never fails to disappoint and keeps your guests entertained 

throughout the night. Our Wii nights can run as a relaxed free 
for all or form part of a constructed head to head team event. 

Whilst battling it out over Wii Sports and Mario Kart, this fast 
paced event will generate healthy competition and laugh out loud 

antics whilst taking the group a little out their comfort zones.

MUSIC MADNESS
A highly entertaining evening involving the world of music 
and dance.  With a variety of options consisting of quiz rounds, 
singing, dancing, and playing musical instruments there is 
something for everyone.  The perfect way to get those shoes 
tapping, lighten the mood and keep that dance floor filled into the 
night! Rounds may include: Don’t forget the lyrics, name that tune, 
boomwhacker challenge, music mash up and our popular Queen 
Tribute Rockaoke grand finale.

WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS
Everybody loves a flutter, but no one wants to lose their 

money at the tables! At our casino everyone’s a winner!! With 
our friendly and outgoing croupiers, our own equipment and 

even the chance to personalise your own funny money, you can 
experience the vibe, feel and atmosphere of a “real” casino but 

without the “real” risk. To make it that little bit more interesting 
a bottle of champagne will be up for grabs to the highflyer of the 

night!

MURDER MYSTERY
Nothing beats a good whodunnit? Get your most creative team 
mates together for an evening of deduction, slyness and 
pointing fingers. Your evening will be a scream, quite literally 
during reception drinks as a body is found with clues, actors and
evidence all creating the scene.



MINUTE TO WIN IT
A highly interactive, energetic and fast paced event which 

will push competitors nerves and memory to the limits whilst 
finding they possess some weird and wonderful hidden talents 

along the way. From stacking cups, bouncing balls and eating 
cookies off your face contestants will have to put forward their 

strongest man/woman to battle it out head to head. Plenty of 
banter, laughs and spills along the way and comedy moments 

come as standard.

BANDS/DJ’S
If you are looking for some dancing on the ceiling or subtle 
background music to compliment your theme, we have a 
plethora of high quality musicians that never fail to disappoint. 
From bands to DJ’s, saxophonists to pianists, we will find the right 
act make sure your evening event doesn’t disappoint.



TABLE CENTREPIECES

Here at Carden Park we boast a huge selection of unique 
table centrepieces. Nothing says more about your special 

event than the way you dress your tables and what better way 
to create a breathtaking effect than with one of our stunning 

centrepieces. Our wide range of centrepieces range from the 
simplest to the most outrageous, designed to make a dramatic 

impact and really put the wow into your event!

ROOM THEMING

Ensure you create the perfect atmosphere/theme you are 
looking for and get the right mix of entertainment and 

interaction, participation or relaxation by contacting The Event 
Station.  Our team of professionals have the knowledge and 

experience to suggest the correct ingredients to ensure you have 
a successful event.  Our services include table centres, lighting, 

room theming, entertainers, photographers, and many more.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Here at The Event Station we like to think outside the box. If you 
have an idea or requirement why not run it by us? Anything from 
theming through to giant sweet tree centrepieces, leave it with us!

PROP HIRE

Here at Carden Park we have an extensive stock of weird and 
wonderful props in house that really will immerse you and your 
guests into a theme of your choice. With no minimum spends or 
transport costs we really can afford to go that little bit further and 
provide you with a night to remember.

theming





By road: When using a sat nav, please enter the postcode SY14 7HZ.

From the South From the South: Join the M54 at junction 10a, then take the 
A41 towards Chester.

From the North From the North: Leave the M6 at junction 20a, then join the 
M56 and M53. From the M53, follow onto the A55 and follow signs for A41 
Whitchurch. Once on the A41, follow the road to Broxton roundabout where 
Carden Park Hotel is signposted down the A534.

By rail: Carden Park is 14 miles from Chester Train Station. 
Crewe station is 30 minutes away by Taxi.
                               
Chester Train Station - 25 minutes 
Manchester Airport - 45 minutes 
Liverpool Airport - 45 minutes 
London Euston - 2 hours by train

Phil what a fantastic night last night!  Thanks so much to you and Matt for making it such a special 
occasion!  So many people have come up to us and said it’s one of the best weddings they’ve been too!  
Fabulous wedding day evening entertainment.  Flexible on the night and adapted to the audience.  
People are still talking about it many weeks after the day!  - DAVID BLOWER

Thank you so much for providing the excellent after-dinner entertainment last Thursday. I have had 
loads of good feedback and some astonishment that it turned into a wedding disco at the end!  
We certainly couldn’t have predicted that beforehand.  And lots of questions about what we’re 
going to do next year!  - EMAP

The event was great thanks and very, very well received by our team...our directors in particular loved 
the team networking and want to do more. You and your guys really kept the energy up and got 
people engaged. - UNITED UTILITIES

All our guests thoroughly enjoyed all of the activities on both days and really got into them, the diverse 
activities really broke up the conference well, the team building style activities went down particularly 
well especially Rollerball and stomp rockets.  Really appreciated you being so accommodating with 
changing the activity times on the final day in-line with our last minute  conference schedule 
changes. - JCB

www.theeventstation.co.uk

Carden Park Hotel, Nr Chester, Cheshire, CH3 9DQ

01829 731 500q info@theeventstation.co.ukE

"oh stop it you're making us blush!"

"You know where to find us"


